Welcome to 7th Grade!

- Each class requires a dedicated and separate place to store notes and handouts.
- Try to buy the sturdiest/highest quality supplies possible to survive switching classes throughout the school year.
- Teachers will explain their exact expectations during the first week of school.
- Purchase extra supplies during summer sales – especially pencils and lead refills.
- Label ALL materials clearly with the student’s first and last name.

Required Supplies:
- Homework planner/agenda
- Zippered pencil case
- Folders and/or binders (see next page)
- Filler paper and/or notebooks (see next page)
- Pencils and/or lead refills (the more the better)
- 1 package of pens
- Erasers
- 1 package highlighters
- Handheld pencil sharpeners
- 1 personal whiteboard and eraser
- 1 pack dry erase markers
- Accordion folder (10+ sections) to be left in locker to file away old papers
- Scientific calculator for chemistry and math (TI-30 II XS suggested)

Required texts for English classes:
Students are asked to purchase their own copies of the literature books. Please be sure to get the correct edition/translation if noted. If this presents a problem for your family, please contact English department chair Alexandria Waldron, A.Waldron@amsacs.org.
- Hiroshima, John Hersey
- Beowulf, translated by Seamus Heaney (ISBN 9780393320978)
- The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, Mark Haddon

Suggested Supplies:
- Colored pencils
- Geometry kit
- Locker shelves
- Section dividers if using binders
- Permanent markers
- Glue stick
- Index cards
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Individual Class Organization:
● Teachers will provide their expectations for organization during the first days of school and on their course info sheet that goes home with students.
● Most classes will require some combination of a two pocket folder and notebook or a binder with loose paper and dividers.
● Some teachers may require a dedicated binder. It may also be possible to use a bigger binder with dividers for several classes (even day/odd day/every day). If teachers are flexible with options, students should pick an organizational system that work for his/her style--some people do better with folders versus binders or vice versa. Think about what will keep you the most organized.

For the First Day of School:
● Bring a folder, notebook, and your stocked pencil case

School Bags:
● Large backpacks may be brought to school and stored in lockers during the school day.
● Around the building, students may carry a drawstring strap bag (see below). Tote bags and messenger bags are not allowed. Students should visit lockers throughout the school day to switch out supplies.